
Hearing Products



Featuring advanced technology inside, and 
a durable, dexterity-friendly outside, value-
priced Triumph hearing aids will forever 
change the way you hear the world.

Feedback Cancellation – greatly reduces 
annoying buzzing and whistling caused  
by things like talking on the phone or  
being hugged.

Noise Management – automatically 
recognizes and reduces noise for more 
comfortable listening in loud environments.

Directional Settings – designed to  
help you understand the speech in front  
of you while filtering out unwanted 
background noise.

If you’ve been experiencing hearing loss, 

but have put off getting help because 

of misperceptions about hearing aids or 

because of budget concerns, now is a good 

time to experience Triumph.

hear the 
world with



Hear all 
that life
has to 
offer

Combined with our innovative SurfLink® 

accessories, Triumph hearing aids can 

also make it easier to enjoy TV, music, 

cell phone conversations and more — no 

wires attached!

SurfLink Mobile
Enjoy hands-free phone conversations 
with this one-of-a-kind device. That’s 
because SurfLink Mobile turns your 
Triumph hearing aids into both your 
cell phone microphone and receiver:

But that’s just the beginning. SurfLink Mobile 
is not only a cell phone transmitter, it’s also an 
assistive listening device, media streamer, and 
hearing aid remote all rolled into one.

SurfLink Media
This set-and-forget  
media streaming solution  
connects to TVs, MP3 players  
and more to wirelessly stream audio  
directly to your Triumph hearing aids,  
so you can hear the volume at the level  
you want, while everyone else in the room  
can listen at the volume they want.

SurfLink Remote
This handy remote lets you adjust  
and control your Triumph hearing  
aids with the push of a button.

  Microphone — Your hearing aids can pick 
up your voice and send it to the person you’re 
talking to

  Receiver — SurfLink Mobile streams the voice 
on the other end of the phone directly to both 
of your hearing aids



Triumph hearing aids come in two 

dependable styles and a variety of 

different colors. Talk to your hearing 

healthcare professional to find out 

which Triumph is right for you.

Which 
Triumph 
is right 
for you?

Sterling Slate BlackBronze EspressoChampagne

Fuchsia 
Fabulous

Red Hot Purple PopBlue Pacific Pink PixieBlue Ice

Standard Colors

Bright Colors

mini Behind-The-Ear (mini BTE)

Receiver-In-Canal (RIC)
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